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1: How many concurrent threads can a fully populated, dual-socket, single-core, HP ProLiant DL server execute with HyperThreading enabled?
A. 1
B. 2
C. 4
D. 8
Correct Answers: C

2: Which ProLiant Essentials Value Packs allow you to monitor and manage the performance of Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 and VMware Infrastructure in the data center? (Select two.)
A. Rapid Deployment Pack
B. Intelligent Networking Pack
C. Workload Management Pack
D. Performance Management Pack
E. Virtualization Management Software
Correct Answers: D E

3: Which utility stresses the Fibre Channel storage volume to determine the maximum workload it can handle?
A. Iometer
B. Array Diagnostic Utility
C. Workload Management Pack
D. Performance Management Pack
Correct Answers: A

4: Click the Task button.
Click the hotspot indicating where you would disable the controller cache for logical drive 6.
Correct Answers:

5: You are deploying both HP Systems Insight Manager (SIM) and HP Rapid Deployment Pack
(RDP) solutions on a single server. After completing the installation, you notice the server and application performance is relatively slow. How can you dynamically optimize the performance and resource utilization of HP SIM and RDP?

A. Use HP Performance Management Pack to monitor the bottleneck on that server.
B. Use VMware Virtual Infrastructure 3 to isolate the three applications into three virtual machines.
C. Use HP Workload Management Pack to partition the resources for HP SIM, RDP, and the database server.
D. Use Microsoft Virtual Server to create three separate virtual machines for each HP SIM, RDP, and database server.

**Correct Answers: C**

6: Which tool establishes a baseline on Linux servers?
A. iostat
B. systat
C. monitor
D. perfrec
E. perfmon

**Correct Answers: B**

7: Which software component can configure the Battery Backed Write Cache (BBWC) setting of a RAID 5 array set in the HP StorageWorks Modular Storage Array 1500?
A. CommandView SDM
B. Array Diagnostic Utility
C. Array Configuration Utility
D. Performance Management Pack
E. Insight Control Data Center Edition

**Correct Answers: C**

8: Click the Task button. Click the hotspot area where you can locate the CPU utilization threshold setting for the cluster shown.
9: Which tool provides processor utilization information on a Linux operating system?
A. iostat
B. vmstat
C. monitor
D. topmon
E. perfmon

Correct Answers: B

10: Click the Task button.

Click the hotspot where you can set the disk threshold warning to 50% for a nonsystem disk.
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